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All of the coins for sale in this catalogue are guaranteed to be genuine and as described. Orders 

with accompanying payments are preferred, and postal charges will not be affixed to all such 

orders over $100.00 (orders for less than this amount, please add $1.00 for postage and 
handling). All approval orders will be charged exact postage and insurance costs. All orders 

may be returned within seven (7) days of arrival if not entirely satisfactory. All goods delivered 
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render payment in U.S. dollars (check drawn on a U.S. bank) whenever possible. 

As most coins are one of a kind, a list of alternate choices is recommended. Please note that 
illustrations are not always according to scale. 

Cover Coin 

Gold decadrachm of Berenice II 
Issued during the reign of Ptolemy III Euergetes I, 246-222 B.C. 

Attic standard (42.77 gm) 

Obverse: Veiled and diademed bust of Berenice II right, wearing necklace of pearls, border 

dots. 
Reverse’ BALIAIZD SHE BEPENIKHY, single cornucopiae full of fruit and ornamented with 

royal diadem between two six-rayed stars, E below, border of dots. 

Svoronos 9726, this coin; see pl. xxix, 1. Ex Muenzen und Medaillen sale, 1962, lot 494. 

The beauteous queen depicted on this decadrachm was the daughter of Magas, king of Cyrene. 

Her marriage to Ptolemy III reunited Cyrene and Egypt. She ruled the country ably when 

Ptolemy invaded Syria to punish Seleucus II for the murder of his stepmother Berenice, 

Ptolemy’s sister. His absence from Egypt was prolonged, and the decadrachms may have been 

minted by the queen during this period to meet the costs of his expedition. Soon after her 

husband’s death in 221 B.C., Berenice was murdered at the orders of her son Ptolemy IV, 

with whom she was probably associated in the government. 

This coin is just one of the many superb specimens offered for sale by Numismatic Fine Arts, 

Inc. during our Auction VI, held February 27-28, 1979 at the Beverly Wilshire. 
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GREEK SILVER AND BRONZE 

. Calabria, Tarentum. AR stater (8.02 gm). c. 302-281 B.C. Nude ephebus on horseback 
r., Crowning stationary mount, YA inl. field, ®1:AI—APXO* in two lines“under horse. 
Rev: TAPA®, nude Taras astride dolphin |., holding bunch of grapes in extended r. 
hand, APA beneath dolphin. Vlasto 675. SNG ANS 1052, same dies. Very Fine plus 

. Lucania, Metapontum. AR drachm (2.14 gm). c. 500-475 B.C. METI, six-grained ear of 

barley. Rev: Six-grained ear of barley in incuse, incuse border of radiating lines. S.P. 

Noe, The Coinage of Metapontum, NNM 32,83.SNG ANS 194 var. good Fine 

. —-, Sybaris. AR 1/3 stater (2.39 gm). c. 540-519 B.C. VM in exergue. Bull stg. 1. 
with hd. reverted on exergual line of dots. Rev :Incuse of bull stg. r. SNG ANS 460. Pozzi 

219. Rare. about Very Fine 

. Bruttium, Croton. AR stater (7.79 gm). c. 480 B.C. Tripod with lion’s feet on exergual 

line, OF? in r. field, crab in 1. field. Rev: Incuse tripod, OF in r. field, five string lyre 

in 1. field. SNG ANS 601. about Very Fine 

. —-, Rhegium. AR litra (0.60 gm). c. 480-466 B.C. Facing lion’s mask. Rev: RECI 

within olive wreath. SNG ANS 654. Very Fine 

. —-, Terina. AR 1/3 stater (2.40 gm). After 400 B.C. TEPINAION, hd. of nymph 

in ampyx l., trisceles behind hd. Rev.: Nike std. l. on cippus holding bird in extended 

r. hand, eight point star in 1. field. SNG ANS 680. Scarce. Very Fine 

. Sicily, Agrigentum. AR trihemitartemorion (0.26 gm). c. 472-413 B.C. A 4 below eagle 

stg. 1., AP above. Rev: Five pellets. SNG ANS 713. Weber 1192. Very rare. 

about Extremely Fine 

. ——, Syracuse. AE 21 mm (8.01 gm). Agathocles, 317-289 B.C. TQTEIPA, bust of 

Artemis r. wearing necklace and earring, quiver over far shoulder. Rev: ATAQOKAEOS 

BASIAEOS above and below winged thunderbolt. Gabrici p. 178, 233, pl. v, 12. 

about Extremely Fine 

——, ——. AE 23 mm (9.09 gm). Hicetas, 287-278 B.C. AIOL EAAANIOT, laur. hd. of 
> 

young, beardless Zeus r. Rev: ©>TPAK—OZLIQN, eagle with spread wings stg. l. on 

thunderbolt. Gabrici 330-333. BMC 489. Very Fine 

——, ——. AE 23 mm (11.17 gm). Pyrrhus, 278-276 B.C. STPAKOZIQN, hd. of young 

Heracles |. in lion skin headdress. Rev: Athena Promachos stg. r. brandishing thunder- 
bolt and shield. Gabrici 347, pl. v, 15. BMC 496. Very Fine 

. ——, ——. AR 16 litrae (12.90 gm). Hieron IT, 274-216 B.C. Veiled hd. of Queen Philistis 
l., six point star behind. Rev: BALIAIZ ZA above, [M1] AIZTIAO® in exergue, qua- 

driga driven by Niker., K inr. field. SNG Oxford 2109. 
Small planchet defect on reverse, otherwise about Extremely Fine 

. Zeugitana, Carthage. AZ 16 mm (2.34 gm). Late fourth to early third century B.C. Hd. 
of Tanit 1. wearing wreath with barley ears and pendant necklace. Rev: Horse stg. r. in 

front of palm tree, three dots in r. field. SNG Cop. 119. Very Fine 

——, ——. Billon tridrachm (8.94 gm). Late third to early second century B.C. Hd. of 

Tanit 1. wearing droplet earring and crowned with grain. Rev: Horse stg. r., r. foreleg 

raised and hd. reverted. Jenkins & Lewis pl. 27, 10. 
Some silvering, usual weakness, otherwise Extremely Fine 
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——, ——. AR hemidrachm (1.88 gm). c. 241-146 B.C. Hd. of Persephone |. wearing 
wreath of barley ears and earring. Rev: Horse stg. r. Hunterian collection III, 71, pl. 

xcili, 26. Toned. Very Fine 

Aeolian Islands, Lipara. AZ hemilitron (5.54 gm). c. 300 B.C. Nude Hephaistos std. r. 

holding hammer, anvil in front. Rev: AIMAPAI—QN, dolphin leaping 1. over line of 

waves. L. Zagami, Le monete di Lipara, 10. Gabrici p. 202, 52 & 53, pl. i, 43. SNG 

Cop. 1095. Scarce. Fine 

Islands off Thrace, Thasos. AR stater (9.12 gm). c. 510-480 B.C. Nude satyr running r., 

carrying gesticulating nymph. Rev: Mill sail incuse. Asyut Hoard 119. Very Fine 

The Kings of Macedon, Archelaus J. AR stater (10.55 gm). 413-399 B.C. Male hd. r. 
wearing taenia. Rev: APXE above, AAO onr., horse walking r., trailing reins, all with- 

in incuse square. BMC 4. Rare. bold Fine plus 

——, Alexander III. AR drachm (4.26 gm). 336-323 B.C. Sardes mint. Hd. of young 

Heracles r. in lion skin headdress. Rev: AAEZANAPOT, Zeus enthroned 1., holding eagle 
in extended r. hand, sceptre in 1., M overrace torch inl. field. Muller 91. Cf. Thompson 

& Bellinger 78. Beautiful style. Superb 

——, Philip III Arrhidaeus. AR tetradrachm (17.21 gm). 323-316 B.C. Lycia mint. Hd. 

of young Heracles r. in lion skin headdress. Rev: PIAINNOT onr., BALTIAEQ® under 

throne, Zeus enthroned 1|., holding eagle in extended r. hand, sceptre in 1., M inl. field, 

AY under throne. Muller 99. High relief. bold Very Fine plus 

. —-, ——. AR drachm (4.31 gm). 323-316 B.C. Amphilpolis mint, c. 319 B.C. Hd. of 

young Heracles r. in lion skin headdress. Rev: ®IAIMNMOT, Zeus enthroned 1., holding 

eagle in extended r. hand, sceptre inl., race torch in 1. field, A under throne. Cf. Muller 

4. Superb 

21. ——, Demetrius Poliorcetes. AR drachm (4.18 gm). 306-283 B.C. Tarsus mint, 298-295 

bo i) 

24. 

26. 

B.C. Nike stg. 1. on prow, blowing trumpet. Rev: BAD —IAEQ® below, AHMHT PIOYT 
on r., nude Poseidon stg. |., brandishing trident, chlamys draped over extended |. arm, 

A inl. field, @ in r. field. Newell 44, pl. iv, 14. Scarce. Very Fine 

. Macedon in genere, AR tetrobol (2.12 gm). Time of Philip V to Perseus, c. 185-168 B.C. 

Macedonian shield ornamented with dots and crescents, in center a curved swastika pat- 
tern. ReVMAKE—AONQN above and below stern of galley 1., seven point star above. 

SNG Cop. 1289. SNG Berry 378. BMC 19. good Very Fine 

. Kingdom of Paeonia, Patraus. AR tetradrachm (12.76 gm). c. 340-315 B.C. Laur. hd. of 
Apollo r. Rev: [7 ATP]AOY, Amazon on horseback r., spearing fallen enemy, in |. 
field. Babelon, Traite IV, 1261, pl. cccxxviii, 16. Very Fine 

——, ——. AR drachm (3.11 gm). c. 340-315 B.C. Laur. hd. of Apollo r. wearing taenia. 
Rev: NATPA[OT], forepart of boar r., Y behind. Babelon, Traite JV, 1265S. Rare. 

Very Fine 

. Thessaly, Larissa. AR drachm (5.80 gm). c. 395-370 B.C. Hd. of nymph Larissa three- 

quarters 1. Rev: AAPIZ above, AIQN in exergue, horse grazing r., |. foreleg raised. 

SNG Lockett 1575. Very pleasing style. Very Fine 

Epirus, Ambracia. AR stater (8.33 gm). c. 456-426 B.C. Pegasus with curled wing fly- 

ing l., A under hd., serpent coiled round land-tortoise beneath. Rev: Hd. of Athena l. 

wearing Corinthian helmet over neck-quard, A in |. field, caduceus in r. field. Ravel, 
The Colts of Ambracia, NNM 37, pl. II, 19a. Rare. Fine/about Extremely Fine 
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. Boeotia, Uncertain mint. AR drachm (5.48 gm). c. 387-374 B.C. Boeotian shield. Rev: 

A—I, amphora in shallow incuse square. Babelon, Traite I//, 287, pl. ccii, 26. BMC 23. 

SNG Lockett 1775. Scarce. about Very Fine 

. Euboea, Chalcis. AR drachm (3.72 gm). c. 369-336 B.C. Hd. of nymphr. wearing earring 

and necklace. Rev: A AX, eagle killing snake. SNG Lockett 1786 var. 

about Extremely Fine 

. Attica, Athens. AR tetradrachm (17.19 gm). c. 430-415 B.C. Hd. of Athena r. wearing 

crested Attic helmet. Rev: AOE, owl with large eyes and prong tail stg. r., olive sprig 

and crescent moon behind, all in shallow incuse square. Svoronos pl. 15, 40. 

Very Fine 

. Aegina, Aegina. AR stater (12.18 gm). c. 510-485 B.C. Sea turtle of ‘thin collar’ type. 

Rev: Windmill incuse. Asyut Hoard, Group IV, a. Rare. Very Fine 

. Corinthia, Corinth. AR drachm (2.57 gm). c. 350-338 B.C. Pegasus with straight wing fly- 

ing 1., ? below. Rev: Hd. of Aphrodite 1., hair bound by fillets and sphendone with long 
tresses falling free at back of head (off flan in this specimen). Babelon, Traite /I/, 554, 
pl. cox o. Pozzi 1710, Lovely style. Extremely Fine 

. Achaea, Achaean League. AR hemidrachm (2.26 gm). c. 190 B.C. Laur. hd. of Zeus r. 

Rev: X,N onl. A onr., & below, all within wreath. Crosby and Grace, An Achaean 
League Hoard, NNM 74, pl. II, 61-64 var. good Very Fine 

Paphlagonia, Sinope. AR drachm (6.37 gm). c. 500-450 B.C. Hd. of sea eagle 1., dolphin 

below. Rev: Two square incuse punch marks with granulated surface, each containing 

a pellet at adjacent corners. Rec. gen. pl. xxiv, 8. SNG von Aulock 197. Very Fine 

——, ——. AR drachm (5.02 gm). c. 322-300 B.C. Hd. of nymph Sinope 1., wearing triple- 

drop earring and bead necklace. Rev: [Z]IN[Q], sea eagle flying 1., landing on back of 
dolphin, under wing magistrate’s name KAA[AIA]. Rec. gen. 34. Babelon, Traite I/, 
2949 & pl. clxxxiv, 19. about Extremely Fine 

Caria, Halicarnassus. AR hemidrachm (2.34 gm). c. 400-337 B.C. AAI below, forepart 

of winged horse |. Rev: Three string lyre between two laurel branches. BMC 8 var. Ex- 
tremely rare. Very Fine 

——, Pseudo-Rhodes. AR drachm (2.56 gm). c. 160 B.C. Macedon mint. Facing hd. of 

Helios with flowing hair, turned slightly tor. Rev: Rose with bud onr., above magistrate’s 

name [E]PMIA®, small I tol. of stem (off flan in this specimen). Journal of Numisma- 

tic Fine Arts, Vol. 3, nos. 2-4 (autumn 1974), H218. Munzen und Medaillon list 312 
(May 1970), 18. Superb 

Cilicia, Celenderis. AR double siglos or stater (10.62 gm). c. 450-400 B.C. Nude horse- 

man with whip std. side-saddle on galloping horse 1. Rev: [K] EAEN, goat kneeling 1. 

on dotted exergual line, hd. reverted, ivy spray below. SNG von Aulock 5628. 
Very Fine plus 

Armenia, Jigranes J. AX 20 mm (7.46 gm). 83-69 B.C. Hd. of Tigranes r. wearing Armen- 
ian tiara. Rev: BALIAEQ[Z] onr., BATIAEQN TILFPENOT onl., Tyche of Antioch 
std. r. on rock, wearing mural crown and veil and holding palm branch in r. hand, at her 
feet the river Orontes, horned and crowned with reeds, swimmingr., P in r. field above 
palm,4 below palm. BMC 15 var. Rare. about Very Fine 

Phoenicia, Sidon. AR shekel (6.92 gm). c. 430 B.C. War galley 1. with row of shields on 

gunwale, main mast surmounted by standard. Rev: Persian hero in royal attire drawing 

bow tor. Kraay, ACGC 1055. BMC 2. Test cut on reverse. Rare. Very Fine 
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——, Tyre. AR stater (13.56 gm). c. 450-400 B.C. Dolphin r. over triple line of waves, 

murex shell below, inscription above illegible. Rev: Owl stg. r., hd. facing, crook and 

flail over |. shoulder, all within shallow incuse square. BMC |. Rare. Very Fine 

Judaea, First Revolt. AZ 20 mm (5.93 gm). 66-70 A.D. Hebrew inscription Year Four 

around lulav between two ethrogim. Rev: Hebrew inscription To the redemption of 

Zion around chalice with cross-shaped stem and nine pearls on rim. Meshorer 163A. 

Very Fine 

. Alexandrine Empire of the East, Babylon. AR tetradrachm (16.50 gm). Seleucus J, 

312-306 B.C. Ba’al std. 1. on throne. Rev: Lion walking 1., anchor above. BMC 43. 

Very Fine 

. Achaemenid Persia. AR siglos (5.55 gm). Mid-fifth to fourth century B.C. Great King r. 

in running-kneeling position, wearing candys and cidaris, holding bow and dagger, quiver 

at shoulder. Rev: Irregular rectangular incuse. Kraay, ACGC pl. 4, 83. Extremely Fine 

Parthia, Mithradates I]. AR drachm (4.14 gm). c. 123-88 B.C. Diad. and jacketed bust of 

Mithradates 1. with long beard. Rev: BATIAEQY METAAOYT APLZ—AKOT ENI®A- 

NOY, arranged in square around archer std. r. on throne, holding bow and arrow. Sell- 

wood 26/8 var. Superb 

Ptolemaic Egypt, Cleopatra VIJ. AZ 27 mm (17.10 gm). 51-30 B.C. Diad. bust of Cleo- 
patra r. Rev: [KAEO]MATPA® BACIAICCHC eagle stg. 1. on thunderbolt, cornucopiae 

in 1. field, 1 inr. Svoronos 1871. Boston 2304. High relief portrait. bold Fine plus 

Roman Egypt, Alexandria. Billon tetradrachm (13.91 gm). Hadrian, 117-138 A.D. 
AVT KAIC TPAIAAPIA —-., laur. and dr. bust of Hadrian r. Rev: Nile recumbent 1., 

holding reed and cornucopiae, crowned with lotus, crocodile r. beneath him. BMC 
648 var. Extremely Fine 
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AN OFFICIAL SEABY PUBLICATION DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE UNITED STATES 

OFFERS 

GREEK COINS 

AND THEIR VALUES 
By David R. Sear 

VOLUME I: EUROPE 

It is just three years since D.R. Sear was commissioned to write a completely new catalogue 

of Greek Coins for Seaby Publications, Ltd. He has set out to achieve what has not been at- 
tempted before: namely, a listing with values of virtually every main type of Hellenic coinage. 
This first volume covers the Greek coins of Europe arranged in geographical order from Spain 

in the west, to the Peloponnese and Crete. 

The average collector should be able to locate in this catalogue all the types he is likely to en- 
counter, in one denomination or another, and the numerous historical notes provide valuable 

background information. 

The illustrated preface contains sections on collecting Greek coins, a brief account of Greek 
history and the development of coinage, Greek coin types, weight standards and denomina- 

tions, the dating of Greek coins, and books of reference and other sources quoted in the cata- 
logue. 

Also included is a table of ancient alphabets, 13 maps and a comprehensive index. 

Of the 3395 coins listed, 1500 are illustrated from photographs taken by P. Frank Purvey 

from coins in the British Museum, many of which have never before been photographed for 

publication. 

We feel that within the obvious limitations of such a monumental task, this new release by 

Seaby has achieved in one volume the best possible corpus of Greek coins to date. With 
Volume II currently scheduled to be released in the fall, this set will prove to be most valu- 

able to every ancient coin collector. 

PRICE $27.00 $28.50 by post 

Wholesale inquiries welcome. Send for complete list of Seaby books for collectors. 

PO. Box 3788 « 342 North Rodeo Drive « Beverly Hills, California 90212 

Telephone: (213) 278-1535 
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AUCTION VI 
FEBRUARY 27-28, 1979 

to be held in two sessions 

at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel 

Auction VI, the largest auction held to date by NFA, will 
offer over one-thousand lots of excellent ancient Greek and 
Roman coins. We suggest you reserve your copy now of the 
Auction VI Catalogue, a remarkable reference work on 
classical coinage, and a beautiful addition to your 
numismatic library. 


